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Raps 
Response to a prompt 



Rap 1 
What tools do you have to 

create art? 

At my home I have different 
art tools than I have at school 

so I find I work differently 
depending upon where I am 

and what I have available.

 



Rap 2 
I am a mark maker. 

Our Rap was to draw a mark 
maker or something you want 

to achieve in your life. So I 
drew an architects because 

something I want to achieve in 
life is to become an architect.  



Rap 3
What is Beauty? 

In this rap we had to 
understand what is 

beauty and what they 
mean to us. What beauty 

means to me is just 
looking at the sunsets 

over the oceans. 

 



Rap 4  
The artist is a problem solver.

In this Rap we had to solve a 
problem. So my process was 

thinking what would a problem 
looks like then I thought of a 
puzzle pieces. So I looked up 

puzzle pieces that are creative, but 
designed it with my own design.  



Rap 5

What is an idea? 

Our rap was that we had to 
draw what is an Idea to us. So 
what an idea is to me is those 

light bulbs that pop in your 
head when you get an idea.  



Rap 6
Doodle 

In this rap we had to doodle 
for ½ hour and what I did was 

look up something that 
inspired me but I just added 

my own designs and patterns 
and that is what I like to do.  



Rap 7
Show me what you think? 

In this rap we had to draw 
what was in our head and 
what we were thinking at 

that time. During that time I 
wanted to show that your 

heart can be happy but also 
sad.  



Rap 8 

A dream is a wish your heart 
makes. 

For this Rap we had draw a 
dream a wish my heart makes 
and a dream my heart makes 
is living in a house that I built 

with my dad.   



Rap 9 

Draw a barrier to respect. 

For this rap we had to draw 
what we feel towards other or 
what others think of me. What 
I drew is that I do let my anger 
feeling come out while driving.  



Rap 10 

Draw a pattern in nature. 

In this rap we had to draw the 
different designs in nature. 

What I drew was a mountain 
view with a river on the side.  



Rap 11 

Draw something invisible. 

For this rap we had to draw 
something invisible or 

something we want but can’t 
have. For instance I drew my 
imaginary friend from when I 

was five.



Rap 12 

Copy an existing idea. 

An existing idea that I copied 
was this picture that I found 
on pintrest and it shows the 

daylight and the darkness. 



Rap 13

Turn a lizard into a dragon. 

This rap we had to turn a lizard 
into a dragon. The way I did it 
was I found a video of how to 

draw a lizard but I added some 
details to make it a dragon. 



Rap 14 

Open a door to another world.

For this rap we had to have a glimpse 
of where we can go. SO what I drew 
was a world where stitch from “Lilo 

and Stitch” are at. I love the beach 
and surfing and I would love to go to 

their world because they live on the 
beach.  



Rap 15

Draw a Juan Miros’ story. 

For this rap we had to find a 
painting from Juan Miro. So I 

looked it up on the internet and 
then I copied that same 

painting, but I used marker.  



Rap 16

Design a Juan Miro’ inspired 
plush toy.

For this rap I had to steal a 
design from Juan Miro’ but 

turn that design into a plush 
toy.  



Rap 17

Write message in “Mirror” Script. 

I this rap we had to write a script 
but in Mirror form. So my 

process was that I just wrote 
what I wanted to say backwards 
went to a mirror to check if I can 

read it.  



Rap 18

Draw a tree’s branch system. 

In this rap we had to draw a 
tree branch system. So what I 
did was draw a tree from the 

ground up with the roots, then 
the branch, then the tree itself. 



Rap 19

Draw a conversation. 

In this rap we had to draw a 
conversation between two 

people but instead I drew a 
conversation with this 

Valentines Day heart’s that 
have conversation on them. 



Rap 20

Draw Power. 

For this rap we drew what is 
Power mean to u. So what I 

drew is a witch boiling a 
human because some witches 

have power over people.  



Rap 21

Draw a Skeleton Bone.

In this rap I had to draw a 
skeleton bone that we 

chose.For this rap we had to 
use all of the skills but add 

more to those skills that we 
already had.  



Rap 22

Draw a human weakness. 

For this rap we had to draw what 
human weakness looks like to 

us. So what I drew is being lazy 
because a lot of people would 

rather be lazy and not do 
anything rather than doing 

things that are so simple like 
cleaning the dishes.   



Rap 23 

What is a mask?

For this rap we had to draw 
what is a mask to us and what 

does it look like. I decided to 
draw a Pikachu mask because 
my little cousin had to wear a 

pikachu mask during Covid.  



Rap 24

Draw Euphoria. 

In this rap we had to draw what 
is Euphoria and what it means to 
us. So I first had to find out what 
Euphoria meant and it means a 

feeling of excitement and what I 
am excited about is graduating 

this year.   



Rap 25 

Draw Dysphoria.

For this rap we had to draw 
the opposite of Euphoria, so 
what I drew was a balancing 

table with both sad faces and 
they are standing still.   



Rap 26

Draw Happiness helping 
Sadness. 

For this rap I drew Joy and 
Sadness from the movie 

Inside-Out. 



Rap 27

Draw Something Elaborate.

For this Rap I drew a laughing 
crying emoji with its eyes 

open. The reason I did that is 
because it is a very detailed 

drawing.  



Rap 28 

Draw your Personality.

For this rap I had to draw what 
my personality looks like. I 

think my personality looks like 
very adventurous person.   



Rap 29

Solve Darkness with Light.

For this drawing I had to solve 
Darkness with light. So what I 
drew is that I drew a Sun and 
Moon, with the backgrounds 

of the sky & the day time.   



Rap 30

Draw Quality Education. 

For this rap I drew a teacher 
teaching students because 

that is what equality education 
means.  



 Art Production 



Snowglobe Drawing 

3D Snow Globe 2D Snow Globe 

I am a mark maker. I am a mark maker .



Pandora’s Box (Toy Teeth) 

3D Toy Teeth 2D Toy Teeth

I am a mark maker. I am a mark maker. 



SHANTELL MARTIN



WATCHAMA DRAWING IT 



EXQUISITE CORPSE (FIGURE) 



EXQUISITE CORPSE (COLLAGE) 



SHAPE FIGURES (geometric and organic) 

Geometric Shapes Organic Shapes



SHAPE FIGURES (Watercolor) 

Geometric Shapes  Organic Shapes  



JOAN MIRO’S PAINTING 



BLACKOUT-TEXT



BARBARA KRUGER 



SAUL STEINBERG BAG MASKS


